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STAKING ON A NEW LEVEL

The first NFT staking program based on real profitable business -
trading operations and business development and growth.
AQUARIUS NFT staking platform is a sensitive and flexible solution.

VIEW MORE



Aquaris NFT staking is a unique program that allows you to stake
your USDT or BUSD directly to trading operations with fish
products outside the crypto market. It means that the situation in
the crypto market does not influence the AQUARIS NFT staking
pool. All working processes with the staked fund occur between
real companies and are cowering with trading insurance. 

WHAT IS AQUARIS
NFT STAKING?



WHY NFT ?

NFT is a unique instrument that brings a
significant usage operations value. 

Transparency in operations. Easy to check
where is your NFT, its price, and its rewards.

Freedom in action. NTF on your wallet. You
can transfer NFT between wallets or send
(sell) it to another holder. You can return NFT
to AQUARIS and take your funds back.



WHY STANDARD
BUSINESS NEEDS

AQUARIS NFT 

To be a successful player in the market, whether crypto or standard
trading operations, companies need a great value of funds. Banks
can solve that problem, but they have their limits, risks, and
difficulties like credit line limitations and loan interest depending
on the floating interest rate of Euribor, and the main thing is TIME.
All bank operation takes too much time. AQUARIS NFT brings
speed and the possibility of getting a fast loan. In turn, AQUARIS
provides the NFT with real money and goods value. It turns out to
be a WIN-WIN DEAL.



WHERE MY FUNDS ARE
WORKING 

All funds from the AQUARIS NFT STAKING pool go directly into food
industry trading operations. The first and primary sector is the Fish
product market, and companies working with that deal are close
partners of AQUARIS and have significant experience and many
closed sales.



STEP BY STEP PROCESS 

AQUARIS staking pool working on NFT. 

The collection name is FISH CONTAINER. 

Inside the Fish container, there are NFT fishes.

Each container contains 2000 fish.

One fish price is 100 USDT (BUSD).

 

 

 



STEP BY STEP PROCESS 

Connect your Metamask
wallet to the AQUARIS
platform.

You should select a collection -
fish container, choose how
much fish (NFT) you want to
buy, and purchase them.

Hold your NFT in your wallet
and wait for the reward.

You can transfer or sell NFT to
another wallet. Staking % will
go directly to the NFT holder
wallet.



STEP BY STEP PROCESS 

Staking starts work if 90% of the pool is
filled. 
Before the pool begins to work, it is
possible to return NFT and receive your
funds back.
At the end of each staking period (4-5
weeks), the holder can send NFT to the
AQUARIS platform and get back USDT. 



INSTRUCTION

Before starting, you should have on your wallet USDT. Our first
staking NFT pools are working on the BEP20 network, the most
secure and stable Binance-based blockchain. 
- Connect your Metamask wallet to the AQUARIS platform.
- Sign the transaction to confirm your wallet.
- Select how many NFT tokens you want to buy.
- Press the buy button and sign the transaction to verify your
purchase.
- Hold NFT in your wallet.
- Staking reward will arrive in the NFT holder wallet every 4-5 weeks.
Staking rewards are not connected to the wallet address, and
staking is related directly to AQUARIS NFT tokens. AQUARIS
platform tracking the Binance blockchain network and seeing on
what wallet NFT is located.  
The staking reward period is 4-5 weeks, depending on the food
market situation and money logistics. Staking percent depends on
how much AQUARIS NFT you are holding. (Staking rewards amount
you can find in table). Before each reward transaction AQUARIS
platform checks on what wallet NFT tokens are located and the
token amount. Holders can transfer  NFT tokens between wallets or
sell them to other holders. AQUARIS does not consider how many
NFT tokes were bought and will only check the amount on the
wallet at the reward transfer date.



REWARDS

After 5000 USDT(BUSD)or 50, AQUARIS NFT tokens staking reward
is 3%
Staking % can be higher with AQS TOKENS on the same staking
wallet.



STAKING BONUS FOR
AQS TOKEN HOLDERS

After 5000 USDT or 50 AQUARIS NFT tokens staking reward is 3%
Staking % can be higher with UNIQUE AQUARIS BONUS NFT 



OBLIGATIONS ON BOTH
PARTIES

All your transactions are safe. 

Firstly: work between AQUARIS and trading companies or
manufactories is backed by contracts that impose obligations
on both parties. AQUARIS lends to a particular trade deal or
company, and the company, in turn, sends funds and
undertakes to repay the loan with a profit within the specified
period.

Secondly: all trading operations with fish products are covered
by insurance.


